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PERSONAL GROWTH THROUGH 
ARCHETYPE WORK

No one saves us but ourselves. No one can and no one 
may. We ourselves must walk the path.

Gautama Buddha

As social justice leaders and activists, we choose to believe a better 
world is possible. To this end, we channel a considerable amount 
of our energies into various endeavours to transform the systems 
we live within that do not serve the whole. 

However, there is often a disconnect between working on justice for others 
and working on healing for oneself. We have to concede that social change 
cannot happen without healing and healing cannot happen without justice. 
It requires us to recognise that the wellbeing of all is tied to our individual 
wellbeing. In other words, we have to give ourselves permission to work on 
our own development and care. Audre Lorde reminds us:

“Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-
preservation,  and that is an act of political warfare.”

Thus, if we acknowledge that the “personal is political”, we would realise that 
paying attention to our individual wellbeing is not separate from the cultures 
and systems we interact with and are trying to transform. In other words, our 
own wellbeing is a political project in and of itself.  That we in fact, owe it to 
ourselves and our activist causes to actively and intentionally work on the 
ways that we show up in our everyday life.
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USING ARCHETYPES AS A WAY TO 
UNDERSTAND OURSELVES BETTER

One way to understand our identity and patterns of behaviour is 
through the exploration of archetypes. 

Archetypes provide us with a window into some of the secret forces behind 
our behavior. It influences everything we do, think, and feel. Archetypes reside 
in the unconscious—the part of our minds we aren’t aware of—and they often 
influence us without us knowing it. Through an exploration of archetypes, we 
can get to learn more about the patterns that influence most of our behaviour. 

The word “archetype” was coined by psychologist C. G. 
Jung, who believed they were narrative patterns, which 

exist within the human psyche. 

Working with archetypes also provides us with a means to reconnect with our 
activism intentions and strengthens understanding of our preferences and 
effectiveness as activists. For example, if your core archetype is “The Hero”, 
you have a tendency to be courageous, but also to overextend yourselves as 
you tend to believe that it is your responsibility to solve all the social problems 
out there and, as a result, you neglect your own needs and wellbeing. Rather 
than see yourself as a person with many roles and responsibilities it is as if 
you are cast in a movie as a “hero” and you become that part only.
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Doing this work helps us to shine a light on our patterns and underlying 
motivations.  It is a doorway to healing and overcoming particular habits and 
boundaries that do not serve us; thus expanding the choices we have when 
taking action. 

Ultimately, it provides us with a pathway to sustainable activism, and we can 
look at the ways that we show up with an intention of becoming more agile 
in our ways of being and doing. 

ARCHETYPES LINKED TO ACTIVISM

There are many archetypes, however, for purposes of this booklet, we have 
identified archetypes most commonly linked to activism; i.e. caregiver, hero, 
rebel, and citizen.

As these archetypes are most commonly linked to activism, some of the 
characteristics may overlap, however differences may show up related to 
core motivations or desires.

Below you will find a simplified description of each archetype. You may find 
that more than one feels like it represents a core part of your personality or 
identity, however, there is usually one that makes you feel “yes, this is me!” 
Also, your core archetypes can often diversify over your lifetime. Take note if 
you feel a certain archetype represents who you WERE versus who you are 
NOW. Then, consider if you’re hanging on to any of the beliefs from your old 
archetype that no longer serve you
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THE CAREGIVER 

Also known as: Angel/Healer/Guardian/Samaritan

The Caregiver archetype embodies unconditional love, compassion, dedication 
and patience.  Other attributes associated with the Caregiver are generosity, 
protection and nurturing, and is often associated with helping others and put 
people’s needs before your own. 
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THE HERO (RESCUER WARRIOR)

Also known as: Rescuer/Warrior/Crusader/Liberator

This archetype is characterised by courage and motivation to change the 
world. The qualities of this archetype allow one to face fears and take on 
battles and challenges. When there is an emergency, you can rely on this 
archetype to show up or step in no matter what.
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THE REBEL

Also known as: Activist/Maverick/Reformer 

The Rebel is a force to be reckoned with, representing the voice that’s had enough. 
The Rebel (also sometimes referred to as an outlaw) is a key to social change 
and acceptance as a harbinger of fresh perspectives, new outlooks, aspirational 
change and awakening. A rule breaker, the Rebel challenges convention by 
questioning the status quo and pushing the envelope. With bold leadership, 
courage and power, the Rebel helps to dispel others’ fear of victimization.

The rebel archetype is the gender-neutral version of the names maverick 
and feminist. This archetype describes someone who speaks out against 
discrimination and oppression, challenges injustice, doesn't conform to trends, 
and thrives off of making waves. The rebel is the one who paved the path less 
traveled. The rebel archetype can be broken down into sub-groups, including 
the noble rebel, the anarchist rebel, the social rebel and the feminist rebel.
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THE ADVOCATE

Also known as: Citizen/Networker/Follower

The Advocate is one of the new modern day archetypes, one that describes 
a person dedicated to social, political, and environmental change. This 
archetype has a life journey of being an advocate of change and has a strong 
commitment to advancing humanitarian causes.  The advocate knows that 
they are an advocate. They have a zealous personality that draws them to 
social issues, feeling like they were born to make a difference. Whether their 
passion is environmental based, politically driven, or otherwise, their life's 
mission is to make a lasting impression on society.
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THE SHADOW SIDE OF 
ACTIVIST-TYPE ARCHETYPES 

It’s worth noting that each of the archetypes has a shadow. Jung classified 
the Shadow as an archetype in its own right, but essentially the shadow is an 
amalgamation of all the aspects of your true nature that has been rejected by 
the ego and thus not recognised by the conscious mind. 

In other words, it is unconscious. 

You could say, for example, that the shadow is all the dark aspects of you that 
exists in all humans. Quite rightly you want to have control over it, but it is 
also pertinent to be aware that such aspects of your nature exist.  Recognising 
your shadow archetypes when they surface in your life will help you identify 
trapped emotions, release them and heal.

For example, for activists often, the shadow aspects of archetypes manifest 
through burnout, compassion fatigue (where we take on secondary trauma) 
and is often accepted as the cost of activism, rather than something that can 
be managed.

SHADOW CAREGIVER 

The shadow side of the caregiver is said to fall into the categories of the “victim” 
or “slave” archetypes.  People with a giving and compassionate nature often 
have a difficult time saying no. Subsequently, you overstretch yourself and 
spend all your energy on other people rather than on yourself.

By giving yourself to others you lose your 
sense of self and find it difficult to set 
boundaries. If the caregiver in you is unable 
to set boundaries, the shadow will appear as 
feelings of bitterness and resentment. You 
may even guilt-trip people so they recognise 
your sacrifices. Ultimately, you want to be 
recognised for your good deeds to feed your 
emotional body. Shadow energies of the 
caregiver archetype also surface as feelings 
of inadequacy and unworthiness. This can 
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quickly lead to anger and frustration which ultimately dissolves all positive 
aspects of the caregivers loving and compassionate nature. 

Caregivers can also develop a slave mentality which leaves you feeling 
exhausted. When you are not in a position to do something for somebody 
else – when you have to say no – you feel guilty and ashamed. Feelings of 
guilt and shame ultimately impact on your ability to relax and enjoy life. 

SHADOW HERO (RESCUER/WARRIOR)

The shadow of the hero shows up in a situation 
when you have to defend your values and 
actions or remain loyal to someone even when 
the facts and motivations are not in your best 
interests or contribute to the greater good. 

Unless you are willing to recognise and 
acknowledge your actions do not serve your 
best interests or the interests of others, the 
shadow side of the warrior will keep prompting 
you to perform actions that create chaos. As 
a result, you remain stuck in a situation you 
don’t want to be in or keep experiencing “bad 
luck” because you have not learned your 
lessons and evolved. 

The hero-warrior may also remain underdeveloped, unhappy and unfulfilled 
because they are driven by being needed and the validation they get from 
their actions. The rescuer side of the hero also a fairly bad reputation for 
enabling others and fostering co-dependency. There is a hyper-focus on 
breaking the habit of rescuing others. One problem for those identifying with 
this archetype is getting stuck in the role, always living in crisis mode at 
the expense of inner peace and personal growth. Until the person resolves 
their own inner dramas, they play them out in their relationships with others, 
drawn to those who need them and often unable to acknowledge their own 
needs or get them met. In the worst-case scenario, they enable the other 
person’s dilemma by not knowing when to stop playing the rescuer and allow 
the person to figure it out on their own. 
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SHADOW REBEL

All rebels are agents of change by archetypal 
design. The unique challenge that faces the 
rebel archetype is to discover a creative, 
dynamic, and productive way to utilize 
your rebellious nature without allowing it to 
become a destructive element in your psyche. 
Rebels thrive in the music industry, the arts, 
fashion design, graphic design, cosmetics, 
and tech areas because they allow them to 
express their unique self. Justice is the grace 
of this archetype and becomes a powerful 
force once the rebel harnesses his power.

While the strength of the rebel archetype is their passion, restraint is their 
weaknesses. This archetype has a reputation for having a hot temper. They 
can be quick to overreact and are known for not thinking situations through 
all the way. Rebellious actions by definition aren't thought through from 
beginning to end. They are often emotionally charged and reckless.

So the lesson for this archetype is: Don't rebel just to make noise. When it 
comes to making decisions, especially those that initiate change and shatter 
the rules of convention, it is essential to call upon the best of your inner spirit 
to take charge.

The defining grace of the rebel archetype is justice due to the fact that this 
person inherently rises against injustice and oppression of any kind. Justice 
inspires the person to be an agent of change. The passion of the rebel comes 
at a price however, and that price is the inner shadow of the rebel archetype. 
The rebel craves attention. Although they may be creative, dynamic, fun, even 
wild, rebels often act that way to gain the attention of others.

Personal agendas can become dangerous personal itineraries, no matter what 
archetype you are dealing with, but for the rebel it is extremely important to 
satisfy this need. The rebel is always up to something, so it is important that 
they stay honest with themselves and recognize their own personal agendas.
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SHADOW ADVOCATE

The lesson that the advocate needs to learn 
is that there will always be problems to 
solve, injustices to correct, wrongs to right. 
Small actions can yield big results, but if the 
advocate becomes overexerted, they may feel 
eternally unfulfilled. While some advocates 
feel like they need to set the world on fire, 
other advocates focus on the small things 
every day that they can do to change the 
world around them. The advocate needs to 
focus on what they can do to change society, 
rather than focusing on what they can't do, 
which will only bring them down.

All of the Advocate's good intentions - and they are many - contain the 
potential for becoming negative. Because advocates are so passionate 
and so personally invested in the social, political or environmental 
causes that fuel them, they are especially vulnerable to the need for 
appreciation for their dedication. They may be judgmental of people 
who don't fight for causes close to them.

Advocates must keep in mind the necessity of leading by example. There will 
always be more problems to solve, and there will always be nay-sayers, but 
the advocate must stay strong - always knowing that they are doing the best 
they can do.
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Shamillah’s story
In my own life, I had become aware of the “The Rescuer”. An 
archetype that provides an infusion of strength and support to help 
others to survive a difficult situation, crisis, or process where they 
may lack the stamina or the inner knowledge to manoeuver through 
themselves. Unlike the Knight, to which it is related, “The Rescuer” 
is more common among women, especially in its shadow aspect. 
While being a champion of underdogs and souls in need, “The 
Rescuer” may also risk self-injury.  Sometimes it may even mean 
trying to save someone who doesn’t necessarily want to be saved 
and/or it means being entangled in problems and issues that have 
nothing to do with you, and being dragged down in the process. 

Other aspects emanating from the rescuer is the need to be thanked and 
congratulated for being a ‘saviour’, and this unconscious need will be fed by 
unknowingly seeking weak people to save, keeping them weak in order to 
play the role of champion over and over.

ME AS “THE RESCUER”

My earliest recollection of ‘rescueing’ is when I was 8 years old.  
I was walking back from school with my brother in a deserted 
public garden.  On our way home, we were attacked by a man 
intent on relieving my brother of his brand new birthday watch. 
I recall that even though I was smaller (and younger) than my 
brother, I threw myself at this big burly man with the only thought 
in my head to ‘rescue’ my brother.  It did not occur to me that 
my brother may not want my rescueing. Nevertheless, the man 
ran away with bites on his legs and arms and I hope thought 
twice before attacking young defenseless children again.
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My second experience of rescueing was when I was about 13 years old.  My 
mother called me into her room to inform me that my father had cheated on 
her and had fathered a child with another woman.  While I do not think I had 
a good comprehension of the deeper issues at play, I sensed from my mother 
than she needed my outrage, despair and anger on her behalf.  So, knowing 
that my opinion and feelings mattered to my dad, I proceeded to express 
myself to my dad in the way I was taught by my parents to, that is to ignore 
my dad for at least 2 weeks.  This had the desired effect when I overheard my 
dad complaining to my mom that he does not understand why a ‘mere child 
dared to disrespect him’.  Nevertheless, as my parents’ marriage continued to 
disintegrate with many more such incidences during my adolescence, I had 
ample opportunity to swoop in and rescue my family. 

My mother according to my assessment was so 
distraught that she was unable to ‘mother’ us. 
Although I was the middle child (I was a year younger than my brother and 
6 years older than my sister), I decided to step into a role of parenting (my 
father was mostly absent and my mother was deeply hurt and devastated 
by his betrayal). Aside from school, which I at time already saw as my only 
ticket to exit from the working class existence we were living, my energies 
were spent taking care of the home.  I would cook, clean (while my Mom was 
at work) and yes I prayed a lot.  In my childlike interpretation of life, I decided 
that the reason we experienced so many problems in life was because of a 
lack of spirituality and prayer.  So, I appointed myself the spiritual stand-in for 
my mother, my father and everyone else.  Despite my spiritual intervention, 
‘bad things’ continued to happen to my family.  My parents still got divorced, 
my brother still joined the gang and the list goes on.

Nevertheless, the home was not the only place where I was rescueing others.  At 
school as well, I was fairly bright and would grasp concepts easily.  I made it my 
business to run extra classes for my peers so that they too can ‘pass’ and excel.  
When they continued to fail I would just throw my hands up in exasperation. 
Into my adult life as well, I continued to rescue my friends, my colleagues, my 
organisation or anyone I considered needed to be ‘saved’ by me.
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This pattern of rescueing was now so ingrained as my way of being.  In fact, 
looking back now, I subconsciously felt that if I make myself indispensible – 
people would see me, acknowledge me and love me. The belief was already 
born that if people needed me, I would then receive the requisite external 
affirmation and validation.  Thus, whenever there was anything that needed 
to be done, anyone that needed assistance, “The Rescuer” would swoop 
down to save the day.

While “The Rescuer” certainly did a good job in getting others 

to need me – I was fuelled by the expressions of gratitude, 

appreciation, acknowledgment and affirmation that came 

from being able to help others.   However, whilst this was all 

good and well, these moments were temporary.  It did not lead 

to lifelong adoration as secretly  “The Rescuer” yearned for.   

The external approval and validation acted like a drug to the 

“Rescuer”.  So, it simply meant that “The Rescuer” had to step 

up more and more – and this in and of itself was exhausting.

Looking back now, I can see that “The Rescuer” was in fact my ego seeking to 
validate my self worth. I never really interrogated whether in those moments 
when I swooped down to save the day, my services were really needed and to 
even ask whether in fact I was empowering (or disempowering) those around 
me. The experience I gained as this person that can save the situation also 
contributed to a ‘godlike complex’ that came with only I can do something in 
this situation. I never stopped to ask whether this was in fact true. “The Rescuer” 
was actually on automatic pilot and virtually acted without consultation or 
assessment of whether the situation required an intervention. In retrospect, “The 
Rescuer” was also linked to a ‘small’ version of me. A version of me that was 
connected to my higher Self (big) would get that it is not necessarily true and 
appropriate for me to ‘rescue’ in the way that I do.  That I was not necessarily 
‘more’ because of being able to rescue, that the contrary may in fact be true.

My awareness of this archetype was stirred in my early 20’s as a result of 
a breakdown when my father brought his then 16 year old daughter (my 
half-sister) to me because she refused to go to school.  He dropped her at 
my house saying I had to sort it out.  I had finally got to a point in my life 
where I had moved out of the family home and was excited that I could focus 
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my energies on living my life for a change. Yet, the fact that I had moved 
away from the responsibility did not necessarily mean the responsibility was 
moving away from me. Whilst I did attempt to ‘rescue’ my sister, I also felt 
the weight of constantly having to make things right in my family.  I felt like 
‘rescueing’ was not a choice anymore, but an expectation. Seeking a therapist 
for some support, I learnt that this pattern that was causing me such pain 
was present in my work environment, my friendship circles and in my family.  
Following this process, I made some attempts to change many things in my 
life.  I stopped stepping in to ‘save the day’ with my friends (to their dismay 
and bewilderment) and also with my family. Having the awareness and 
attempting to make changes only provided temporary relief though.

While the awareness meant I was able to see what I was doing, I had not 
really made headway transforming or shifting my pattern of behavior.  Over 
the years, I increasingly developed awareness and also skills, but I never really 
knew how to deal with it effectively.

The reason I can attribute to this that while I saw the behavior, I really didn’t 
have a deep enough understanding of why I kept on doing it. I knew the 
answer was not to exile the Rescuer, but to find ways to access this part of me 
when I genuinely did need to step into a situation, when I genuinely wanted 
to choose to step up, or when I needed to simply allow things to unfold 
without my intervention.

In my process of connecting with my inner activist, there were 

a few incidences that allowed me shift my relation to this 

pattern. Two incidences triggered this unraveling. 

One of the incidents was the presence of Maya who had been referred to me 
for some coaching support.  However, Maya ended up becoming dependent 
on the support and also started volunteering in the youth organization I 
was running.  It was in this space where she was acting inappropriately and 
constantly demanding more and more of my attention and also negatively 
impacting on the young people in the programme. I was torn between simply 
telling her to step out of the space or to allow her to stay because she evoked 
“The Rescuer”. “The Rescuer” felt bad for wanting to request her to leave 
because “she still needed me”.  When I was able step back and look at the 
whole situation I realised that I was sacrificing myself (and my work) in the 
need to not ‘hurt’ someone else. I realised that in fact through my interaction 
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with her, I had imparted tools and abilities that she could use to deal with her 
issues. Asking her to leave was one of the hardest things I did because I felt 
I had hurt her – yet, I felt at peace with my decision because I knew I did the 
right thing for both of us.

Another incident involving “The Rescuer” involved my fostering of two young 
men (one of them my half brother). Nevertheless, my brother had been living 
with me since 2012, and the other young man since early 2013.  In terms of 
my brother, I strongly felt that I needed to save him from the cycle of poverty, 
unemployment and lack of advancement  (my perception) that seemed to 
characterise his environment and family. The other young man, I also took 
under my wing because I felt like I could give him a step up to a better future 
than living in an informal settlement in a South African township.  Needless to 
say, I had great dreams for them.  Yet, in the process, instead of empowering 
both of them, I created a wonderful cushion for them where they became very 
comfortable with the standard of living, and stopped taking responsibility for 
moving forward their own lives.

My intention in supporting both of them 
was to enable them to support themselves 
and achieve independence. 
But, I suppose my actions contradicted this.   In the case of my brother, I 
kept on trying to figure out for him what he should do with his life.  Because 
he was slow at it, I tried to find colleges for him to go to.  However, he was 
quite uninterested and sat back knowing that he doesn’t even have to try 
– because ultimately I will be there to pick up the pieces.  The other young 
man, initially did try, but in the process of doing, he got comfortable, and also 
lost confidence in his ability to do things for himself, so he was just happy to 
cruise along knowing I would be there to catch him.  The tipping point for 
me was when he decided he no longer wanted to go to college and would 
instead just DJ at clubs which did not provide any income at all.  I felt slowly 
that my rescueing was strangling me.  I felt trapped by these young men, who 
were healthy and had no inclination to make things happen.  I was angry, I 
was resentful and I was tired of carrying so many people on my back.  In the 
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end, the pressure cooker burst and both of them have left and returned to 
their original environments.  The tipping point for me was that at the time, 
neither of them said ‘thank you’ when they left – which in many ways plunged 
me deeper into a feeling of hopelessness

I have to admit though, that in putting up with all of the above, I was complicit 
in my own abuse.  Being able to look at my behaviour led me to beginning the 
work in awakening my inner activist as it pertains to “The Rescuer”.

THE TRUTH ABOUT “THE RESCUER” IN ME

I started by acknowledging the following home truths

	} I treated the needs of others as more important than my own. My ability 
to help others and to sense when they needed help also masked my secret 
desire for love and support.  In addition, saving others was a way for me to 
heal some of my own emotional pain of the past and the present.

	} If truth be told, in most instances I did feel I knew best, about the 
hows and whys of rescueing others.  Yet, in most instances even though 
I tried to tell myself otherwise, what I was doing was neither enabling 
nor empowering.

	} I was addicted to ‘being needed’.  It validated my existence.  However, 
despite the fact that I was doing so much for others, I felt unappreciated 
or unacknowledged.

	} I was exhausted because I was carrying others on my back.  It left very 
little energy to love and take care of me.  Yet, these were choices I would 
tell myself was not open to me because I had all these responsibilities.

	} While I rescued others, I rarely if ever sought help or assistance for 
myself.  In fact I found it difficult to let others know when I needed help.

	} I realised that perhaps I was projecting my own weakness (real or 
imagined) onto others that resulted in me rescuing them.

	} I was responsible for my own self-neglect, burnout and by rescueing 
others, I was trying to escape responsibility for my own life.  As long as I 
held on to the story and pattern of rescueing, I could claim that as being 
the reason for me never moving beyond the boundaries I have.
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So my truth is that the desire to help people is a very laudable one, and 
compassion, service, and dedication are real virtues. It is far better to be able 
to say that someone is in the “helping” than the “not-helping” business. The 
desire to help, to create a better world for all of us—is an important endeavor, 
and an important motivation as I come to grips living in a world where there 
are so many people who may appear disenfranchised and disempowered.

Yet, my greatest lesson is reaffirmed that compassion is getting where 
someone is at, but demanding the best of them. In practice this means I have 
to step back and allow others to make mistakes, to learn from them and also 
to ask for exactly what they need.  But it starts by allowing ans supporting 
them to take responsibility for their journey.  My support should not take 
that away it should reinforce that. The key in having the rescuer archetype is 
becoming conscious of it. The good side of being a rescuer is that it signals 
strength, courage and a caring nature.

However, before rescueing anyone else, I have to rescue myself. At a personal 
level, I have to bring it back to me.

WHAT DID “THE RESCUER” HIDE?

My biggest realisation was that the “The Rescuer” hid the core 
belief that I am not loveable unless I do something for it first. 
Deep down I had a longing for love and connection and support 
and as a result I pursued situations that affirmed myself in the 
eyes of others as a loving, caring and self-less person.  

The greatest irony is that in prioritising the needs of others, I have neglected 
mine. The means I chose to pursue my heart’s true desire (connection) actually 
fostered disconnection. I was driven by the flawed conviction: “The only way 
to get what I need is to do what other people want.” Also, by being caught 
up in this prolonged dynamic of ‘rescueing others, I avoided dealing with my 
own need for love and connection.
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As luck would have it, the paradoxical results of my rescueing expeditions 
meant that the more I demonstrated my ability to solve other people’s 
problems, the more problems I was presented with.  While these temporarily 
made me feel wanted, eventually I ended up feeling exhausted from it all.  
Yet, I kept on at it for fear of being perceived as unkind, uncaring, and selfish. 
I was afraid that by putting myself first I would make others angry or they 
would reject me.

Not only was I denying my needs, I was suppressing how I was really feeling. I 
felt that at all costs, I needed to suppress or reframe my own negative qualities, 
such as anger, selfishness, rivalry, envy, shame, guilt, spite, and vindictiveness. 
The exertion this requires was extremely tiring.  I was truly striving to be this 
‘perfect’ human being and I was failing to acknowledge my true nature, both 
the good and the bad of it.

The fact that I was denying my true nature 
and my core need and desire, of course also 
meant that I was unwilling to take time out 
to revitalize my energy.  
I have to admit that my breaking point came when when I felt the overflow of 
frustration and disillusionment because I did not receive the gratitude I felt was 
my due from the situations described above. It forced me to take an honest 
look in the mirror, and own up to the fact that I I was doing more harm than 
good, I was no longer really helping, I was hindering, despite my best intentions.

My Self was also no longer willing to be last on the list. So, perhaps it was 
serendipidy or it was a series of unsuccessful attempts to convert the ‘rescue’ 
missions to empowerment missions that resulted in the termination of my 
final two rescue missions at the end of 2013.  It was sad to bid farewell to “The 
Rescuer” after all, it was a big part of my life.  However, I knew it was time to 
change my programming.
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HEALING THE “RESCUER” 

For someone who has spent a lifetime using denial (a defensive 
mechanism) to ward off feelings of pain, shame, guilt, or fears 
of rejection, changing this pattern was not be an easy exercise 

In my pursuit of my sense of wholeness as a person, I first had to acknowledge 
what my needs are and to nourish them.  I had to truly learn how to be more 
selfish; to be nicer to myself.  I had to learn to focus on my own dreams and 
aspirations, rather then constantly focusing on those of others.  I also had to 
give myself permission to have fun—not always an easy proposition.
 
Furthermore, I had to take stock of the kinds of people I am drawn to and 
who are drawn to me. In other words to ask myself honest questions as to 
what these people bring into my life, rather than allowing the same unhealthy 
an unequal patterns to persist.  

Then, recognising, that I DO have much value to add in the world, I had to 
reflect on the quality of help I can (and choose to) give. Should there be 
a need to be of assistance, I realise now that it is important or me to take 
a serious look at the reasons why I may feel compelled to offer assistance 
in a particular situation.  Should it emerge that I am doing it for the wrong 
reasons—that I am entering a transferential trap, responding at a deeper level 
to my own problems (and needs), it is a clear indicator for me to rather focus 
on what it is that I need.

When I finally accepted that I no longer have to heal the whole world as I 
erroneously assumed since childhood—a time when I was least capable of 
doing it— I have not only been more effective, but also much happier. I have 
finally realised that my efforts to help others should not come at the cost of 
my own health and happiness.  

I also accept now that by firstly learning to love, affirm, acknowledge and 
validate myself, I fill up my own personal emotional bank account.  Only when 
I am filled up can I give to others unconditionally.  In fact, the more I give 
myself, the more I have of myself to share with others.  But, this happens from 
true and authentic place.
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Examining your archetypes and 
how they inform your activism
To find your core archetypal pattern it is important to take a serious 
look within and determine whether the hard work and sacrifice, 
which accompanies an archetypal identity, has been a part of your 
life for many years. Once you have done so, it is also important to 
unpack how it has been serving you (or not!).

UNDERSTANDING HOW THE ARCHETYPE 
PLAYS OUT FOR YOU

After you have looked at the archetypes and identified 2 or 3 key 
ones you are drawn to begin by asking a few simple questions. 
Here are some sample questions:

	} What events or personal characteristics led me to choose this archetype?

	} How long has this archetypal pattern been a part of my life?

	} What role has this archetype played for me?

	} Which prominent people have interacted with the aspect of my nature 
supported by this archetype? (For instance, if it’s the Teacher archetype, 
think of the people who have played important roles in your own 
education or inspired you to be a teacher to others.)

	} What relationship might it have to my personal unfinished business – to 
those people I haven’t forgiven, or to events in the past that I can’t let go 
of? And might this archetype now help me in healing those situations?

	} Does thinking of this archetype make me feel empowered or 
disempowered?

	} What have I learned about my own shadow aspect through this archetype?

	} Has it caused me to block or forgo change that needs to happen?

	} What immediate guidance might this archetype have to offer me in the 
present moment?
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TELLING YOUR ARCHETYPE STORY

“When we care for ourselves deeply and deliberately, we 
naturally begin to care for others – our families, our friends, 
and in the world - in a healthier and more effective way.”

Cheryl Richardson

Once you have explored your archetype a bit more, it is valuable to start 
putting together your archetype story. Use the following prompts to help you 
put together your unique story.

SHARING THE UNIQUE WAYS THE ARCHETYPE 
PLAYS OUT FOR YOU

	} What is the archetype?

	} What are the characteristics of the archetype that lives in your story

	} Share a few examples of from your life that you can recall where this 
archetype was playing out?

	} Can you from those examples identify what gave birth to the archetype 
in your life?

WHAT IS THE TRUTH ABOUT THE ARCHETYPE 
(THE MOTIVATIONS OF THIS ARCHETYPE)

	} When thinking about your activist motivations, what is your bigger 
picture? What is the greater interest here (the interest of the whole)?

	} What am I fighting for? Is it worth it and for whom?

	} What is my contribution here?

	} Am I living based on my own expectations or others’?

	} What unmet need does the activist fulfil in me?

	} How does this add to or detract from my activist intentions/motivations?

	} Does the way my archetype show up serve me or others?

	} Does my archetype inspire others’ agency or take it away? 

	} How do others’ feel about this?
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THE EFFECT OF THE ARCHETYPE IN MY LIFE AND ACTIVISM

	} How does my archetype affect what I am able to contribute in the 
activism space?

	} How does it affect what I am able to achieve in terms of my life 
aspirations and vision?

	} What is the impact of this archetype on my energies and wellbeing?

	} How am I part of creating this situation?

	} Am I taking care of my boundaries?

	} Do I seek help to manage myself and my activism better?

	} Have I listened carefully?

	} How can I step aside and observe rather than be overwhelmed by 
my feelings/circumstances?

IF I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO TRANSFORM 
THE WAY I RELATE AND WORK WITH MY ARCHETYPE 
WHAT WOULD I WANT?

	} What is my personal vision and mission for contributing to a better world?

	} What is my vision for ‘living well’?

	} What are the areas I need to work on in relation to how I live my activism?

	} What are the areas I need to work on to create better balance in terms of 
my wellbeing? (physical/emotional/spiritual)

	} What gets in the way of these desires listed above?

	} What support systems can I put in place to move me towards a more 
balanced approach to my activism.
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ARCHETYPE RESOURCES

	} www.archetypes.com

	} https://www.verywellmind.com/what-are-jungs-4-major-archetypes-2795439

	} www.myss.com

	} https://owlcation.com/social-sciences/Inside-Modern-Archetypes-
Dissecting-the-Advocate


